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Noting up a case

Canadian Case Citations (part of the Canadian Abridgment) cover 1867 to the 

present. These are the red volumes.  The bound volumes are updated by the 

softcover volumes.  Search by case name.

Note up cases on the Law Society of Saskatchewan Case Digests database by 

typing the case name or citation in the Cases Considered field. This will bring 

up digests of judgments that have considered that particular case.  There are 

no treatment terms applied in this database. 

To note up a case on CanLII, first search for the case by name then click on 

the “Noteup” link.  This will search for judgments that have mentioned the 

original case. There are no treatment terms applied in this database. 

QuickLaw’s QuickCite and WestlaweCarswell’s KeyCiteCanada can be 

searched by citation or case name.  Both services apply treatment terms.  

Although KeyCiteCanada is based on Canadian Case Citations both resources 

use different treatment terms.  

Textbooks: Check the table of cases for a specific case name.

Journals: Search for case commentary.

Topical reporters often have case commentaries, especially the RFLs 

and CRs.

Newsletters: access in print or through QuickLaw, or CCH.

The Lawyers Weekly or Law Times often feature commentary on current 

cases of interest.

CLE Index: Search for case comment* to get Saskatchewan case 

commentary

Finding a complete case history

Finding other decisions that have followed, considered or not 

followed that particular case.

In other words, finding out if the case is good law.  

Be aware that the different case citators use different treatment terms.  A case 

that is “considered” in one citator may be classed as “followed” in another citator.  

There will be some overlap in most case citators. The number of sources to 

consult depends on the comprehensiveness of your research needs. 
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